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using the MHRA style, information should be presented in the following

Author: Give the author name (in full: forename before surname) as it appears on the title page.
The names of up to three authors should be given in full – for more than three write the first
author’s name “and others”.
Title: The title should always be given as it appears on the title page, in italicised lettering. Use
a colon to separate the main title from the subtitle.
Editor and/or translator: Should appear after the title of the book (giving full name(s) as
above), abbreviated appropriately: ‘ed. by’, ‘trans. by’.
Edition: If the edition used is not the first, this should be stated in the form ‘2nd edn’, ‘3rd edn’,
or ‘rev. edn' for revised editions.
Number of volumes: If the work is printed in more than one volume give the total number like
this ’12 vols’, ‘3 vols’ etc.
Publication details: Give, in brackets, in this order: place of publication (colon), name of
publisher (comma), and year of publication. Place a comma after the brackets.
Volume & page number(s): Use roman numerals for volume number (if needed), and separate
from page number(s) with a comma and ‘p.’/ ‘pp.’: ‘VI, p. 30’, ‘III: pp. 255-6’. The page number
should be followed by a full stop.
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